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Am I connected to Mexico, somehow, more closely due to
the keyboard I type on? This implies a decrease in the fetishism of the
commodity, yet the ideological effect of globalization is to obscure
relationships rather than revealing them-that is the ideological work
of the mediascape and ideoscape (Appadurai). The local "emerges"
from within the new relations of production-in which commodities
and culture are produced. The local is then a site of overlap and con-
tradiction, of antagonisms, of mediation and determinism, of
"authenticity" and history as well as "the fleeting moment." The local
oscillates within the discourses which (partially) constitute it, materi-
alizing in one as it fades in another. Christian Hodler summarizes the

pluralization of meaning for the local:

What this multiple shrouding amounts to is a perspective in
which local settings suddenly appear as crossovers of that which
is generated with that which is generating, of repressive with
liberating, of stable with subversive moments. And [...J just as
context elements seep into local conglomerates, local specifics
run continually through the context layerssurrounding them (I91).

Pluralized in this way, the local emerges as the effective site of agency,
for applying specific meanings (which take in the global flows through
the mediascape), It is (theoretically and methodologically) sensible
then to find culture as "a whole way of life" (Raymond Williams)
with access to the interconnectivity of globalism within the local.

But what would local cultural articulations look like? And if
the local is the site of resistance as well as the site of overlap and
materialization of globalization, could there be progressive and retro-
grade localis.ms-and to downscale Balibar's designation regarding
nationalisms-"Iocalisms of liberation" and "localisms of dominance?"

Arif Dirlik gives twO problems for "the local as a strategic
concept of resistance." Firstly, resistance at the local must refuse to
reify the local as the site of "authenticity," for, given the overlaps and
networks of determination, culture is "daily disorganized by the glob-
al forces [...] that seek to reconstitute it, to assimilate it to the global
homogenization that it seeks" (41). Secondly, the local must refuse
assimilation into the global (41). Dirlik's cautions themselves fall into
the binary of local resistance where globalism is (despite its complexi-
ties) reduced to a singular homogenizing force and where resistance
has to take shape somehow outside of the very strUcture it seeks to
rearticulate or resist. The theoretical contradiction is that globaliza-
~ion is imagined.to cover the planet with its complex connectivity, yet
m order to resist it, sites must be outside of it. Is resistance just disar-

ticulation?



These binaries are fruitfully discarded in the recent work of
Brian ]ungen. ]ungen's sculptural works, Prototype fOr a New Under-
standing, do not try to separate the local and the global, the particular
and the universal, but run them together without contradiction or
disjuncture, drawing on structural similarities. The Prototypes are
Nike Air ]ordans (late nineties models) disassembled into their con-
stituent pieces and then remade into sculptures remarkably like
Northwest Coast First Nations ceremonial masks. The disjuncture
here is not as great as it would seem, the graduated curve of the Nike
trademarked swoop and the white, black and red colour scheme fit
into the existing semiotics of Northwest Coast art. And ]ungen's
refashioned Nike masks are recognizable as references to the historical
figurative masks reproduced in anthropology textbooks: killer whale,
raven, D'sonoqua (cannibal woman), frog. The Prototypes obviously
evade any sense of authenticity of the local, aiming instead at repre-
sentation and at spatiotemporal relations. The bad trope of anthro-
pology (and carried over into postcolonial discourse), locates First
Nations culture in the past as a culture which had its peak "precon-
tact" and just after. Yet ]ungen's Prototypes take Nike, the signifier of
the most global product (and a symbol of the consumerist cultural
logics of globalization), and rematerializes it as "postmodern"
Northwest Coast Indian art which is shown in a gallery (present,
urban) rather than a museum. The spatiotemporal management of
globalism is cross-circuited by its own complex connectivity and con-
juncture. The global is brought into the local, but into a local which
is imagined in the past and which is part of a non-consumerist econo-
my. From the other side, First Nation's culture is brought forward,
out of a fetishized authenticity and straight into the homogenizing
flow of Nike. This is not a tactic of resistance seeking the outside of
globalism's ideology, rather it is a daring strategy which brings First
Nation's culture into globalism on a symbolic level in order to reartic-
ulate the discourse of globalization. ]ungen breaks the autonomy of
spatiotemporal relations within globalization and runs the various
scapes or flows through one another in a manner which does not per-
mit deterministic binaries of space and time, of local and global,
authentic and constructed.

What of the different forms of labour materialized and
dematerialized in these protOtypes? Nike, famous (notorious) for its
bad labour practices, makes its Air ]ordans in South Korea, one of its
more fixed factories (Air ]ordans require more skill to assemble and
thus this factory has not been relocated as others have [see Hitchcock]).
Nike's relations of production are a model of complexity and mobility:

efor a New Understanding #5Brian Jungen: Prototyp . " 27"x5".
1999 Nike Air Jordans, halr, 22 x

d' #8Brian ]ungen, Prototypefor. a New Understan mg
1999 Nike Air Jordans, half.
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The megarhetoric of developmental modernization (economic
growth, high technology, agribusiness, schooling, militarization)
in many countries is still with us, But it is often punctuated,
interrogated, and domesticated by the micronarratives of mm,
television, music, and other expressive forms, which allow
modernity to be rewritten more as vernacular globalization and
less as a concession to large-scale national and international

policies (10),

The shift here is that the vernacular does not resist globalization, but
forces it into a concession, But this improvisatory resistance which is
rewriting modernity can also be flipped so that uneven development
and the breakdown of social systems can be read as oppositional, even
progressive, In the right-wing technological determinism magazine,
Wired, a feature article on world-superstar architect Rem Koolhaas
illustrates this reactive, absorptive flip. Coming back from Nigeria,
Koolhaas and his researcher wrote of the "improvisational urbanism
the capital's citizens were creating from the remnants of corrupt and

unfinished development projects":

'We resist the notion that Lagos represents an African city en
route to becoming modern,' the group reported on its return,
'Rather, we think it represents an extreme and paradigmatic
case study of a city at the forefront of globalizing modernity,
This is to say that Lagos is not catching up with us, Rather, we
may be catching up with Lagos. (Wolf, 312-13),

Modernity, spatiotemporal relations and First World/Third World
relations are turned upside down in a carnavalesque globalism, with a
discursively bold yet politically reactionary gesture, For this is not a
warning sign of bad modernity (or the second modernity of globalism)
but a reading of uneven development and social system breakdown as
opportunities for a new urbanism: "Dangerous breakdowns of order
and infrastructure in Nigeria, however, are often transformed into
productive urban forms: stalled traffic turns into an open-air market,
defunct railroad bridges become pedestrian walkways" (Wolf 313).
Resistance is given a value as production, but this valourization drops
away the relations of production, in a sense, fetishizing necessity for
resistance, The neo-liberal value of individual initiative over state
infrastructure is fused with the discourse of local-and particularly-
Third World resistance. A site in the past in the uneven and brutal
teleology of modernization is now the global future as nation-states
are slid through history as if indexes such as life expectancy, access to



health care and education, and per capita income are themselves
anachronistic for locating a nation in space and time.
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